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About This Game

Mini World is a 3D free-to-play sandbox game about exploration, creativity, and start an epic adventure with your friends.
There are no levels or restrictions, but only the freedom of your creation. The easy-to-join multiplayer settings allow you to

connect via PC and phones anywhere at any time. In our game, you can build a house, an apartment, a castle, or even a city. The
sky is the limit. You can also explore the underworld and challenge the Dark-Dragon with your friends.

In addition to Survival Mode, you can download and play some fun mini-games made by other players. There are various types
of mini-games, like parkour, puzzle, FPS, or strategy. Of course, these games are fun if you play with your friends!

Mini World is a great platform. With hundreds of blocks to choose from and over 1000 ingame items to play with, you can
express yourself in the world anyway you like!

Key Features:

1 Enormous Sandbox World – explore an expansive sandbox world with a variety of unique cute monsters, blocks, materials,
and mines.

2 Unique game - Unique game engine with cute game character design
3 Single Player and Multiplayer – jump into a friend's game with friendly fire turned on, or start a new world on your own.

Share your game with other players, or join other players from all over the world in theirs.
4 Gallery - You can upload or download the works at the Gallery, have a look at the hottest MOD map，game map or others’

work.
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5 Game mode – Survival mode, Creation mode or mini games created by other players, you can enjoy the charm of this game
anywhere at any time.

6 Powerful game-editor - There are various types of mini-games, spanning from parkour, to puzzle, to FPS, to strategy, etc... all
can be made by the ingame-editor

CS email: MiniworldCustomerService@gmail.com
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Title: Mini World: Block Art
Genre: Adventure, Casual, Massively Multiplayer, Simulation
Developer:
Miniwan Technology Co.,Limited
Publisher:
Miniwan Technology Co.,Limited
Release Date: 27 Apr, 2018
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English,French,Japanese,Thai,Simplified Chinese,Traditional Chinese,Portuguese
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i play mini world in steam version, but why i can't find christmas event, when i click bonus just said unavailable.. Mini World....
Think on "CREATIVERSE" and put some Chibi stuff in it, you became mini world.
Sry,but the whole game is a Clone of Creativerse.
______________________________________________________
Gleiches prinzip wie Creativerse, kost nix, aba alles andre (ingame) schon.
Nimm Creativerse,und tu Chibi/ANime zeugs rein. Zack..haste "Mini World".

*Und nein, hat nix mit Minecraft zutun...mehr mit Blockcraft.. Brilliant, a lot of fun :)))
Getting better with the updates too, especially this latest one :))
Is there any way we can save blueprints to a library just like we can with miniblocks?. really like this game, sure its a minecraft
clone, but i still love it. the graphics are slightly cartoony but still brilliant and vibrant. if you love minecraft you will love this
game too :). This is a cute game!. 9/10
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this game is poorly optimised and wasn't made for PC, it's just a mobile port that didn't even try to optimize it, the button
layouts are impossile to use in-game without a touch screen and you simply cannot write, I assume it's because it was made for a
mobile keyboard.
In conclusion, it seems like a good game, but not for PC, maybe I'll try it on mobile....... It seemed promising at first, graphics
look great. But there's a paywall behind almost everything, including blocks to build with which is not good. In order to play this
game properly, I would have to login everyday for login bonuses to get some in-game currency and "fragments" of items to
unlock them which would in fact take years to unlock everything without spending a dime. I tried to play through the game a bit
more but the idea that I can't ACTUALLY build freely with ALL the blocks ruins the gameplay entirely, since I can't get the
potential experience I can with this game. This was very disappointing.. no no no no the voice acting is like so not good im gona
get a refund. THIS GAME IS RLLY FUN YOU CAN PLAY SINGELPLAYER BUT WITH FRIENDS SO I GUESS IS NOT
SINGELPALYER AND YOU HAVE MANY MINIGAMES ALL THIS JUST FOR 1,75$. Chalacters Skin look cool

But have nothing to do with gameplay
Server and multiplayer have problem to join or Create often. Let me just say that as a fan of openworld voxel games, this one
is♥♥♥♥♥♥ spent 5 hours trying to get the stupid thing launch and update and now steam wont even refund me for it. this thing
is tastless. nuff said.. micro transactions expected from a mobile game. crafting is a bit weird. i'll stick to minecraft a lot more
straight forward.. Cool but i can't make my own skin.. Its buy and you buy some more I can't believe that, But what ppl were
saying on here gave them negative reviews for, Its what you have hang onto 10 bucks for get some other features unlock like
some other features you could try unlock but you can only get very little features I kind wonder dev what is point playing can
you unlock ingame features by earning coins?

I kind wonder about that for those who can't see their game I suggest you check your firewall settings and antivirus setting white
list your game because only way you ever get see it I had do twice for my ability see it.

Game itself, It remind me of little of both creativerse, and Islet remake. However if we do comparison I think water is bit
different then water on Islet one vanishes if not from certain depth level it goes vanishes overtime. Creativerse they continue to
flow, kind like this one, I currently playing the creation mode so I trying to build green spotted deer and goat hopefully it be
interesting build.

Update: today, so unlike creativerse you have quit your game to exit creation mode you can switch out and make easier switch
between mode which like easier and time entering is so much faster. I find it breeze to use. Still trying to figure out all modes. I
still miss Islet because mounts are accesible and simple but this going get be harder to live with because its smaller file to go get.
If you get my drift file size is so small you be going huh that it. Other voxel games are bigger yes...creativerse is like 5 to 6 gb
almost this is smallest scale of two. and its cheapest I think.

Building is also easier because I can build maybe three story house not have worry about it being reaching limitations set by dev.
Which I haven't tried it yet. so I get there when I get there. I kind want to know if the allow ladder without need of blocks
though. however trees are frail unlike islet, trees on islet were thick and expansive like others do we need to add fertilzers to
make them bigger to make our fabled tree houses.

Other issue for me is adventure mode means you get attacked by night mobs like on creativerse unlike creativerse you couldn't
modify the mobs or blocks unlike the two games I describe here you can modify the mobs and blocks and tools to your liking.
SO its like your mini world anything is asset to your liking I find that really cool. It just means you have unlock lot of recipes
and and make possible in adventure mode...

I still haven't played survival mode yet but I will get there.

Tutorial is there any point of playing it?
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